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There is no shortage of 
professional guidance
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The academics 
have weighed in
with modest impact
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People
Stakeholders, Goals

Regulatory Constraints 

Landscape
History 

Boundary Conditions
Threats, constraints, opportunities

Site
Objectives
Tradeoffs

Design, build

Learn
Monitor

Then what ???

Opportunity
Motivated or obligated

Available site
Ability to pay

Investment



Decision Framework
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Assessment 
Loop

Design
Loop

Act and 
Learn Loop

Links and Paths

1 ID interested parties

2 ID problems & opportunities

3 Develop watershed history

4 Are goals feasible?

5 Appropriate local objectives

6 Define metrics

7 Level of design effort

8 Develop design actions

9 Develop alternatives

10 Score alternatives

11 Negotiate tradeoffs

12 Prepare final design

13 Implement design

14 Changes during construction

15 Implement monitoring

16 As-built compliance

17 Adaptive adjustments

18 What can we learn?

DECISION STEPSDECISION FRAMEWORK

Goals

Project Objectives

Final Design
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Develop alternatives

Evaluate tradeoffs

Implement

Monitor

Learning

Identify & refine 
problems & opportunities

Evaluate watershed, 
ecosystem, & social context

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

Outline
(i) Assessment

Which Goals, Objectives?
Is better good enough?

(ii) Design
Reference condition?
Is creativity limited?

(iii) Are we learning?



Goals - what people want. No goal is intrinsically wrong. 
Include ALL GOALS – incl. the purely social

A goal should be sufficiently clear that
(1) can define actions, at site scale, to achieve the goals 
(2) success can be defined

Assessment based on a cause-and-effect link between GOALS and PROJECT OBJECTIVES. 
(1) Can this goal be achieved at this site, under present and future watershed conditions?
(2) Can this goal be better achieved with actions other than stream restoration?

Stream restoration project objectives are ultimately defined at the project scale. 
appropriate (defined at the reach scale)
relevant (achieving the objective correlates to achieving the associated goal)
feasible (capable of being achieved)
measurable (support definition of metrics that demonstrate progress toward goals)

Assessment 
Loop

Identify & refine 
problems & opportunities

Evaluate watershed, 
ecosystem, & social context

Goals

Project Objectives

Assessment Loop
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Healthy, functioning, & mostly native
aquatic & riparian ecosystem
For what purposes? What services?

A channel of particular type
Really? Why?
You say it is better. 
I ask “better for what?” 
“Is it the best way to achieve that?”
An action is not an objective

Increase habitat
So what? 
A means to an end.
Don’t you want more fish? birds? frogs?
Line objectives up with the actual goals

Reduce nutrient, sediment loading
By how much? For how long?
How does this compare to alternative BMPs?

Reconnect floodplain
Who wants that?
For what purpose? What services?
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Actions ≠ Objectives
If we specify objectives in terms of actions,

We have no basis for developing and evaluating alternatives.

Evaluation, learning become disconnected from real goals

“Build this kind of channel 
and here is the list of good 
things that should happen” Here is the list of good things I want to happen. 

What kind of channel (or other alternative) is 
most likely to meet the most objectives?

“Reconnect this floodplain 
and here is the list of good 
things that should happen”



Category Broad Goal Appropriate Local Objective Metric

Ecosystem Recover endangered fish 

population

Stable population of a specific species

Target for salmonid adult returns

Percent recruitment

Ecosystem Restore functioning aquatic and 

riparian ecosystem

Restore songbird population Number of breeding pairs of 

desired birds

Ecosystem Restore functioning aquatic and 

riparian ecosystem

Establish self-sustaining pop. of native 

riparian plants

Density, percentage, health of 

desired native plants

Water Quality Reduce sediment and nutrient 

discharge from watershed

Maximize nitrogen removal Annual mass nitrogen removal

Water Quality Reduce sediment and nutrient 

discharge from watershed

Minimize sediment & phosphorus loading Annual mass sediment and 

phosphorus loading

Infrastructure Protect against utility breaches Protect against sewer main breaches 

(no change)

Probability of zero breaches of 

sewer main in 25 years

Infrastructure Flood protection, specified RI Flood protection, specified RI

(no change)

Probability distribution of flood 

height

Social Benefits Improve access and condition 

for walking, jogging

Improve access and condition for walking, 

jogging (no change)

Public preference;

Willingness to pay

Cost ($000) Minimize cost Minimize cost (no change) $
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Design to 
achieve these
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Sue Galatowitsch says:

(1) Ecological restoration is the process of assisting the recovery of an 
ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged, or destroyed

(2) Restoration actions ≠ ecosystem recovery
(3) Establish GOALS and actions using a 

Conceptual Ecological Model that provides context and specifies
drivers, stressors, effects, attributes

(4) Define SMART GOALS: 
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Reasonable, Time-bound
Articulate goals up front … Use them to evaluate project alternatives 
… Base subsequent decision making on progress toward goals
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(a) Expand the GOALS
We use rivers for many things … engage all interested parties 
in a structured, constructive, transparent conversation

(b) Refine the GOALS: What, specifically, do people want?

Geometry? Structure? Function? Appearance? Ecosystem services?
(c) Learn from projects

Data must be collected, standardized, archived, and accessed … even then

To learn, we need clear, testable methods and design hypotheses

Sue Galatowitsch says:
(1) Ecological restoration is the process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been 

degraded, damaged, or destroyed
(2) Actions ≠ ecosystem recovery
(3) Establish GOALS and actions using a 

Conceptual Ecological Model that provides context and specifies
drivers, stressors, effects, attributes

(4) Define SMART GOALS: 
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Reasonable, Time-bound
Articulate goals up front … Use to evaluate project alternatives … Base subsequent decision 
making on progress toward goals



Is urban stream restoration worth it? 
A benefit/cost analysis of urban stream restoration

Is ‘better’ good enough?

Kenney, Melissa A., Peter R. Wilcock, Benjamin F. Hobbs, Nicholas E. Flores, and Daniela C. Martınez, 2012. 

Is Urban Stream Restoration Worth It? J. American Water Resources Association 48(3):603-615. 
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Better for nutrient removal (?) Better for walking dogs

The “worth it?” study

1. effectiveness for nutrient removal; costs for alternatives

2. value of infrastructure protection

3. preference and willingness to pay for aesthetics, recreation

Is either worth >> $1m?



Water Quality Benefit: avoided cost of the 
least expensive, feasible alternative 

for achieving the same pollution reductions
Equivalent reduction in nutrient loading from 

detention ponds & other measures: 45-73 $/ft

Infrastructure Benefits

• Avoided expenditure directed at 
protecting infrastructure : rip rap

• Cost 0-120 $/lf

Water Quality Benefits



Aesthetic and Recreation Benefits

• Survey of 2000 Baltimore Residents

• Part I. Design Preferences 
• Stream Bank: 

high and dry

vs. 

low and wet

• Surrounding Area: 

tree cover

vs. 

meadow

• Part II. Willingness to Pay for 
Aesthetic and Recreation Benefits



First, established preference for forest over meadow 
and for “high and dry” over “low and wet”

54>24

67>26



Anticipating preference, used payment card to assess Willingness to 
Pay for identical project except for “High and Dry” vs. “Low and Wet”

• Difference in WTP ($58) provides lower bound on aesthetic/recreation 

value

• Equivalent to 560-1,100 $/lf (w/ conservative assumption that non-

respondents have zero WTP)

 WTP for High and Dry with Trees (Baltimore)

WTP ( 2008$)
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So, is urban stream restoration worth it?

Based on water quality and 
infrastructure alone

probably NOT, 
unless compelled to reduce loadings 

with only expensive alternatives 
available

With Aesthetic/Recreation value 

could be
& then there can be education, 

community, ethical value
& maybe ecosystem value too



Design Loop
Project Objectives

Final Design

Design 
Loop

Develop alternatives

Evaluate tradeoffs



What is Design?



What is Design?



What is Design?



Appropriate project objectives and metrics enable a predictive approach to design

Potential risks and benefits – and uncertainty – determine the appropriate level of effort.

Develop a range of restoration actions that may achieve local objectives, 
Package into alternatives
Always evaluate do-nothing and passive restoration alternatives

Multi-criteria decision analysis provides a robust basis for evaluating tradeoffs decisions.

Watershed, ecosystem, and social factors: supply of water, sediment, nutrients, and organisms, 
food webs and life histories of key organisms, and the social interests, pressures, and regulations 
that can define or constrain actions. 

Design Loop
Explanation

Project Objectives

Final Design

Design 
Loop

Develop alternatives

Evaluate tradeoffs



Package design actions into project alternatives. 
Alternatives are judged independently in their ability to achieve objectives.

Performance levels and objective weights used to evaluate alternatives. 
MCDA allows transparent and flexible evaluation of alternatives 

Design Loop – Illustration

Performance Levels Table Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

Appropriate Local Objective Metric Do nothing

Local bank 

protection, 

replanting

Rebuild channel, 

replanting

Stakeholder 

Preference

Protect utility pipes crossing channel P(no breach) in 25 yrs 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3

Support brown trout population Number of fish 10 10 40 0.1

Support songbird population Number of breeding pairs 10 80 80 0.2

Reduce sediment loading from reach Annual TSS load (Mg) 4 2 2 0.2

Cost $0,000 0 10 16 0.2

Stakeholders 
assign weights to 
each objective.  

Performance 
levels for each 

alternative, with 
uncertainty  

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Alt A Alt B Alt C

Weighted Scores

90% CI

Min

Max



Template approach or reference condition: 
another constraint to design?
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Water and sediment supply conspire to determine channel 

size, shape, composition, & ecological function



SEDIMENT SUPPLY TRANSPORT CAPACITY

Common Goal: design a stream channel that is in equilibrium with
the present regime of water and sediment supply

Lane/Borland Balance (USBR 1955-1960)



Does the sediment balance matter in this stream?

Yes! Sediment Supply exceeds capacity – by lots!



Does the sediment balance matter in this stream?

NO! There IS a sediment supply, by transport capacity is MUCH bigger. 
BUT, no incision because the bed material is too coarse.



Standard Approach to Achieving Channel Stability 
uses a Reference, or Template Condition

The stable channel
The regime channel

The hydraulic geometry



At the core of these observations is a correlation between

channel geometry, flow, and sediment supply

The correlation requires that the channels have adjusted to their

water and sediment supply.  

But what if channel is currently adjusting, or perpetually adjusting?  

The width of channels increases consistently with the square 
root of discharge.

The flow that moves the most sediment, over time, tends to just 
fill the channel and occurs ever year or two.



Is the “stable channel” or “equilibrium channel” a basis for design?
(I) Streams are never in equilibrium!

Especially those we judge to be unacceptably “out of adjustment”
The forcing is (always) changing, the lag in response can be decades to centuries

(II) How do we connect with specific, local objectives? 
We must argue that if we build a stable stream, then good things will happen

In terms of quantifiable objectives, this approach is aspirational, not predictive
A reference channel does not provide the basis for testing predictions and learning.

How do we connect objectives to actions, through specific mechanisms
A “rational” approach: break problem down into its pieces: 

specify drivers, quantify channel response.
A “design approach”: specify objectives and design to meet them 

(rather than specify design and hope that it solves the problem)

IN terms of water and sediment supply, we CAN develop a design approach that
(1)Specifies desired channel behavior
(2)Incorporates sediment transport with uncertainty
(3)Accommodates “typical” conditions as expressed in hydraulic geometry



What is the supply of water and sediment?
and

What do you want to do with them?

(1) Do you want the bed and banks to be static at a design flow?
(2) Do you need to match transport capacity to sediment supply?
(3) Both of the above

Channel Design Starting Point

Reference or 

equilibrium 

dimensions

Specified 

channel 

behavior

Account for uncertainty & risk
Accommodate typical dimensions



Connecting sediment supply to the alluvial design problem

1. Reconnaissance phase: What is the trajectory of the stream?  How has it responded to 
changes in water and sediment supply over the years? 

2. Develop flood series, specify flood frequency  Bankfull Discharge!
{Select for flood frequency specified to maintain riparian ecosystem & prevent vegetation encroachment}

3. Estimate sediment supply

4. Planning phase: What slope is needed to carry the sediment supply with the available flow?  

5. Develop flow duration curve

6. Design phase:  Evaluate trial designs.  Will the sediment 
supply be routed through the reach over the flow duration curve?



What is Design?

KCI, Wright Contracting



Final Design

Act and 
Learn Loop

Implement

Monitor

Learning

Act & Learn Loop
What do we do when things do not work well?
(Galatowitsch)

If the action did not produce the desired result, 
predictive design provides a basis for making corrections.

You can’t do that with an approach
based on narrative, based on a template
by asserting that the project will make things better
in which an action is the objective

The key elements for learning:
appropriate project objectives and metrics, allowing
predictive design, which leads to
hypothesis-based monitoring, the data for which must be

archived and analyzed, supporting learning (!)

What’s the 
Point of 

Monitoring?
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Assessment 
Loop

Design
Loop

Act and 
Learn Loop

Links and PathsHistory matters
All goals – considered at the same time

What people want, not expert opinion 
on what an ecosystem needs

Actions as Objectives
Things got better
Template approach

Inhibit Adaptive 
Management

Social Benefits HUGE!
Appearance, comfort, safety HUGE

Appropriate Project Objectives & Metrics
connect goals to actions in order to 

explore a full range of design alternatives 
decide if a project is worth it
develop and test hypotheses 
that allow us to learn


